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 'clasification sucessful' and game start. I dont know why and don't know how to fix it. Hi there,I've got the same problem. It's really annoying, because all the mods work in everything except FC4. And it's really important that I use the Steam Workshop mods. Can you help me with this? It's the mod SLD_Project_Reach called "Project: Reach". Yeah, sometimes there's no reason for that error, but the
error always occurs before you are able to start the game. After you start, everything works fine. I've read on the forum that SLD_Project_Reach is the latest version of the Project: Reach mod, and it's the one that gave me the error in the first place. I tried reinstalling SLD_Project_Reach and downloading the latest version from the mod page, but that didn't work. Now I'm really at the point where I
have no idea what I can do. I do have the latest version of the GFWL version of Project: Reach, but I don't think that would be any different. For some reason I can't play the single player version of this game. Whenever I try to start it up it says that I'm in a multiplayer game, but I can't find any multiplayer games. I've tried to start this game so many times and it's always the same.I've always get the
error message that I posted up there, which I will post up again. I tried to start the game using the steam version instead of the GFWL version, but I get the same error message. Click to expand... You could try the download from the website instead of the GFWL one and see if that helps. Myself, I've never had a problem with it. You know how to use the software, right? Problem when I'm trying to

start the game:It stops at the third level and then it shows the error message on the console:SLD_Project_Reach.ModLoader: Can't find the file '/plugin/Sld/ProjectReach/Scripts/../game/Scripts/ActivationHandler.ini' (has only version '0.0.0.5.1') I'm using the latest version of the mods and I'm trying to use the one that 520fdb1ae7
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